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1. INTRODUCTION
Let a, b be positive real numbers. The arithmetic]geometric mean of a
 .  .  .and b is defined as the common limit U a, b of the sequences a , bn n
given recurrently by
a s a, b s b , a s a q b r2, b s a b . . ’0 0 nq1 n n nq1 n n
The mean U was considered firstly by Lagrange but its connection with
welliptic integrals is due to Gauss. For more historical remarks on U, see 2,
x6 .
In what follows we also use the power means defined by
1rqq qa q b
P a, b s .q  /2
for q / 0, while, for q s 0,
’P a, b s G a, b s ab .  .0
is the geometric mean. As special cases we have: the arithmetic mean
A s P , the harmonic mean H s P , and the square-root mean Q s P .1 y1 2
Generally, a mean value is defined as a function M: Rq= Rqª Rq
which satisfies the following postulate
min a, b F M a, b F max a, b , ; a, b ) 0. 1 .  .  .  .
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 w x.This definition was given in essence by Cauchy see 3 and it remains the
most used though some other definitions were proposed.
Of course, a mean has the reflexivity property
M a, a s a, ; a ) 0. 2 .  .
The mean is called symmetric if
M a, b s M b , a , ; a, b ) 0. 3 .  .  .
 .  . w x  wProperties 2 and 3 have been used in 1 to define a mean see also 4,
x.5 .
Let us denote
1rnn 2 n 2r u s a cos u q b sin u , n / 0, .  .n
and
r u s lim r u s acos2 u bsin2 u . .  .0 n
nª0
For a strictly monotonic function p: Rqª R, we set
1 2py1M a, b s p p r u du . 4 .  .  . .Hp , n n /2p 0
It is easy to prove that M is a mean value. In fact, it is a special case ofp, n
 w x.the integral quasi-arithmetic mean see 2, p. 379 . As
p1
y1M a, b s p p r u du .  . .Hp , n n /p 0
2 pr2y1s p p r u du , 49 .  . .H n /p 0
we note that M is symmetric. So that in what follows we can supposep, n
a G b.
w xFor the case n s 2, in 4 are characterized the functions p for which
M is one of the following means: U, A, G, or Q. A similar study wasp, n
w xdone in 5 in the case n s y1 or n s 1.
In this paper, considering the general case, we get unique proofs for
 .arbitrary n thus including the above-mentioned three cases . Also we
show that it is more natural to consider the results as simply giving another
concrete expression of M in some special cases than as a characteriza-p, n
tion of some means. We continue this attempt by indicating a possibility of
getting other such expressions using recurrence formulas.
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2. A FUNCTIONAL EQUATION
Let us consider the function
1 2p
f a, b; p , n s p r u du . 5 .  .  . .H n2p 0
 . y1This is well known in the case n s 2 and p x s x being related to the
 w x.complete elliptic integral of the first kind. It is also known see 4 that in
this case M s U, the arithmetic]geometric mean. The proof followsp, n
from the fact that the function G is a solution of the functional equation:
f A a, b , G a, b s f a, b . .  .  . .
w xThis equation was studied in 4 . Here we consider a more general
functional equation
f P a, b , P a, b s f a, b . 6 .  .  .  . .q s
Denoting the power function
e x s x n for n / 0 .n
and
e x s log x , .0
we shall prove the following theorem.
 .THEOREM 1. If the function f is a solution of 6 which can be represented
 . qby 5 , where p has a continuous second-order deri¨ ati¨ e in R , then
p s a e q b , 7 .qqsyn
with a , b arbitrary real constants.
Remark. For n s 2, q s 1, and s s 0, we get the necessity part of
w xTheorem 1 of 4 . In this case, as we have already mentioned, the condition
is also sufficient. In fact, it is the only case with this property that we know.
To prove the above theorem, we need the following lemma.
LEMMA. Let p: Rqª R be twice continuously differentiable in Rq. Then
 .the function f defined by 5 has the following partial deri¨ ati¨ es:
i f c, c ; p , n s f c, c ; p , n s p9 c r2, .  .  .  .a b
ii f c, c ; p , n s 3cp0 c q n y 1 p9 c r8c, .  .  .  .  .aa
iii f c, c ; p , n s cp0 c y n y 1 p9 c r8c, .  .  .  .  .ab
where c is an arbitrary positi¨ e real number.
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w xProof. We follow the lines of the proof of a similar lemma from 4 . We
 .apply differentiation under the integral sign. From 5 we obtain
ny11 a2p 2f a, b; p , n s p9 r u cos u du . 8 .  .  . .Ha n  /2p r u .0 n
 .  .Setting a s b s c, we get i . By 8 we also obtain
f a, b; p , n .aa
n y 1 any2 . 2p 1yn 2s p9 r u r u cos u du .  . .H n n2p 0
ny1a 2p 1yn ynq p0 r u r u q p9 r u 1 y n r u .  .  .  .  . .  .H n n n n2p 0
ny1a
4= cos u du . . /r u .n
 .  .Setting here a s b s c yields ii . In a similar manner we can prove iii .
 .Proof of Theorem 1. Applying ­r­ a to both sides of 6 yields
1rqy1qy1 q qa a q b
f a, b; p , n s f P a, b , P a, b ; p , n .  .  . .a a q s  /2 2
1rsy1sy1 s sa a q b
q f P a, b , P a, b ; p , n . .  . .b q s  /2 2
Applying to this ­r­ b, we get
f a, b; p , n .ab
1rqy1qy1 q qb a q b
s f P a, b , P a, b ; p , n .  . .aa q s  /2 2
1rsy1sy1 s sb a q b
q f P a, b , P a, b ; p , n .  . .ab q s  /2 2
1rqy1qy1 q qa a q b
= q f P a, b , P a, b ; p , n .  . .a q s /2 2
1rqy2qy1 qy1 q qa 1 y q b a q b .
=  /2 2 2
1rqy1qy1 q qb a q b
q f P a, b , P a, b ; p , n .  . .ab q s  /2 2
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1rsy1sy1 s sb a q b
q f P a, b , P a, b ; p , n .  . .bb q s  /2 2
1rsy1sy1 s sa a q b
= q f P a, b , P a, b ; p , n .  . .b q s /2 2
1rsy2sy1 sy1 s sa 1 y s b a q b .
= . /2 2 2
Setting a s b s c yields
f c, c ; p , n y 2 f c, c ; p , n q f c, c ; p , n .  .  .aa ab bb
1 y q 1 y s
q f c, c ; p , n q f c, c ; p , n s 0. .  .a bc c
 .  .  .Using i , ii , and iii , we get
cp0 c q n y q y s q 1 p9 c s 0, .  .  .
 .with solution 7 .
We remark that the results are also valid if one of the parameters q and
s vanishes.
3. POWER MEANS
w xAs was shown in 4, 5 , the means M can represent some knownp, n
means for special choices of p and n. In this section we want to determine
the functions p for which M is a power mean P , where n and q arep, n q
arbitrary real numbers.
THEOREM 2. If for some twice continuously differentiable function p the
mean M reduces at the power mean P , thenp, n q
p s a e q b , 79 .2 qyn
where a and b are arbitrary real numbers.
 .  .Proof. Using 4 and 5 , we have
M a, b s P a, b .  .p , n q
if and only if
f a, b; p , n s p P a, b . .  . .q
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Applying ­ 2r­ a ­ b to both sides, we get
 .2 1rqy1q q qy1 qy1a q b b a
f a, b; p , n s p0 P a, b .  . .ab q  /2 2 2
1rqy2qy1 qy1 q qa 1 y q b a q b .
q p9 P a, b . . .q  /2 2 2
Setting a s b s c and using the lemma yields
cp0 c y n y 1 p9 c r2c s p0 c q p9 c 1 y q rc. .  .  .  .  .  .
Thus
cp0 c s 2 q y n y 1 p9 c , .  .  .
 .with the solution 79 .
w xRemark. For n s 2 and q s 0, 1, and 2, the result was proved in 4 .
For n s 1 and q s 0, 1, and 1r2 or n s y1 and q s y1, y1r2, and 0, it
w xwas proved in 5 . In all these cases the condition was proved to be also
sufficient, that is, M s P . But this is not generally valid. For example,p, n q
in the case n s 2 and p s e , we have M s U and not P . Alsoy1 p, n 1r2
w xM / P s H for p s e as was proved in 4 . Other cases in whichp, 2 y1 4
w xM / P for p s e were given in 5 as we shall show in what follows.p, n q 2 qyn
4. A RECURRENCE FORMULA
 .In what follows we use f a, b; p, n and M only for p s e , so that wep, n q
 .denote them by f a, b; q, n and M , respectively. Also, asq, n
1rqM a, b s f a, b; q , n for q / 0 .  .q , n
and
M a, b s exp f a, b; 0, n , .  .0, n
we usually content ourselves with determining the function f for some
values of q and n.
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w xIn 4, 5 the following values are given:
a q b
f a, b; 0, 2 s log , .
2
1
f a, b; y2, 2 s , .
ab
a2 q b2
f a, b; 2, 2 s , .
2
1 1 1
f a, b; y2, 1 s q , 9 .  . /’ a b2 ab
1
f a, b; y1, 1 s , 10 .  .’ab
21r2 1r2a q b
f a, b; 0, 1 s log . .  /2
As we have already mentioned,
22 b
f a, b; y1, 2 s K 1 y , 11 .  .(  / /p a a
where K is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind. Similarly,
22 a b
f a, b; 1, 2 s E 1 y , 12 .  .(  / /p a
where E is the complete elliptic integral of the second kind.
To obtain new formulas, let us begin by remarking that
f a, b; q , n s f an , bn ; qrn, 1 . 13 .  .  .
Thus, for the moment, it is enough to consider the case n s 1.
 .As in 49 we have
2 qpr2 2 2f a, b; q , 1 s a cos u q b sin u du .  .H
p 0
q q2 a q b a y bpr2
s 1 q cos 2u du .H /  /p 2 a q b0
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If we denote
a y bpr2 q
J s 1 q k cos 2u du and k s , .Hq a q b0
we get
q2 a q b
f a, b; q , 1 s J . 14 .  .q /p 2
We look for a recurrence formula for J . We haveq
pr2 qy1J s 1 q k cos 2u 1 q k cos 2u du .  .Hq
0
k pr2 qy1s J q sin 2u 9 1 q k cos 2u du .  .Hqy1 2 0
k qy1 p r2<s J q sin 2u 1 q k cos 2u . 0qy1 2
pr2 qy22 2q sin 2u q y 1 k 1 q k cos 2u du .  .H
0
pr2 qy22 2s J q k q y 1 1 y cos 2u 1 q k cos 2u du .  .  .Hqy1
0
s J q k 2 q y 1 J y q y 1 .  .qy1 qy2
pr2 2
= k cos 2u q 1 y 2 k cos 2u q 1 q 1 .  .H
0
qy2
= 1 y k cos 2u du .
s J q k 2 q y 1 J y q y 1 J y 2 J q J . .  .  .qy1 qy2 q qy1 qy2
Thus
qJ s 2 q y 1 J q q y 1 k 2 y 1 J . 15 .  .  .  .q qy1 qy2
Of course, q, q y 1, and q y 2 are different from 0. As
y4ab
2k y 1 s ,2a q b .
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 .  .the relations 14 and 15 give
qf a, b; q , 1 y q y 1r2 a q b f a, b; q y 1, 1 .  .  .  .
q ab q y 1 f a, b; q y 2, 1 s 0. 16 .  .  .
n n  .Replacing a and b by a and b , respectively, and rewriting 13 as
f an , bn ; q , 1 s f a, b; nq, n , 139 .  .  .
we have
qf a, b; nq, n y q y 1r2 an q bn f a, b; n q y 1 , n .  .  .  . .
q anbn q y 1 f a, b; n q y 2 , n s 0. .  . .
Using these relations, starting from two adequate values of q, we can
 .  .obtain successively more values of f a, b; q, n . For example, using 9 ,
 .  .10 , and 16 , we get
3a2 q 2 ab q 3b2
f a, b; y3, 1 s . . 5r28 ab .
Then
5a3 q 3a2 b q 3ab2 q 5b3
f a, b; y4, 1 s . 7r216 ab .
and so on.
Also it is easy to see that
a q b
f a, b; 1, 1 s .
2
and
3a2 q 2 ab q 3b2
f a, b; 2, 1 s . .
8
 .From 16 we have
5a3 q 3a2 b q 3ab2 q 5b3
f a, b; 3, 1 s . .
16
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Then
35a4 q 20a3b q 18a2 b2 q 20ab3 q 35b4
f a, b; 4, 1 s .
128
and so on.
 .  .  .Using 13 , we can rewrite 11 and 12 as
1 2 b’ ’f a, b; y , 1 s f a , b ; y1, 2 s K 1 y . ( /  /’2 ap a
and
’1 2 a b’ ’f a, b; , 1 s f a , b ; 1, 2 s E 1 y . . ( /  /2 p a
 .Taking in 16 q s 3r2, we get
’3 2 a b b
f a, b; , 1 s 2 a q b E 1 y y bK 1 y . . ( ( /  /  /2 3p a a
Then, for q s 1r2,
3 2 b
f a, b; y , 1 s E 1 y( /  /’2 ap b a
  . .and so on, we can express any f a, b; 2 q q 1 r2, 1 by means of K and E.
 .In fact, for n s 1, we are able to determine any function f a, b; q, 1 for
 .q s k or q s 2k q 1 r2, with k integer, but only for such values of q. All
 .these functions can be transcribed by 139 to give their expressions for an
arbitrary n / 0:
f a, b; nq, n s f an , bn ; q , 1 . .  .
w xWe reobtain all the means given in 4, 5 , but we can also determine many
other means M .q, n
For n s 0, it is easy to prove that M s G, but for q / 0 we do not0, 0
know how to determine any mean
1rq1 2p 2 2q cos u q sin uM a, b s a b du . . Hq , 0  /2p 0
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